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No. 106. INTERNATIONAL SANITARY CONVENTION1 FOR
AERIAL NAVIGATION, 1944, MODIFYING THE INTER
NATIONAL SANITARY CONVENTION FOR AERIAL
NAVIGATION OF 12 APRIL 1933.2 OPENED FOR SIGNA
TURE AT WASHINGTON, ON 15 DECEMBER 19443

The Governments signatory hereto,
Considering that the International Office of Public Health created by the
Agreement signed at Rome on December 9, 1907,4 is unable for the time being
to carry out effectively all of the duties and functions assigned to it in the Annex
to that Agreement; in the International Sanitary Convention, 19265 ; in the
International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation, 1933; and in other
Conventions or Agreements relating to the public health;
Having entrusted the task of solving this temporary problem by the prepa
ration of emergency agreements and arrangements for the notification of epidemic
diseases and for uniformity in quarantine regulations to the United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (hereinafter referred to as UNRRA},
in accordance with Resolution No. 8 (2) adopted by the Council of UNRRA
at its First Session, without prejudice however to the status of the International
Office of Public Health which it is hoped will be able at the expiry of the
present Convention to resume the above-mentioned duties and functions; and
having received the recommendations of the UNRRA in this connection;
Having agreed that, in regard to the American Republics, the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau shall continue to act as the general coordinating sanitary agency,
1 Came into force on 15 January 1945 by the signature on behalf of ten Governments, in
accordance with article XVIII. For the list of parties, see page 294 of this volume.
' League of Nations, Treaty Series, Volume CLXI, page 65 ; Volume CLXXXI, page 430 ;
Volume CLXXXV, page 430; Volume CXCVI, page 426, and Volume CXGVII, page 351.

4 British and Foreign State Papers, Volume 100, page 466. See also: Protocol concerning
the Office international d'hygiène publique, signed at New York, on 22 July 1946 United
Nations, Treaty Series, Volume 9, page 66; Volume 10, page 376; Volume 11, page 421;
Volume 12, page 417; Volume 13, page 474; Volume 14, page 491; Volume 15, page 447, and
page 365 of this volume.
' League of Nations, Treaty Series, Volume LXXVIII, page 229 ; Volume XCII, page 409 ;
Volume CIV, page 513; Volume CVII, page 524; Volume CLXXII, page 411, and Volume
CXCVIII, page 205.
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including the general collection and distribution of sanitary information to and
from the said Republics, as specified in the Pan American Sanitary Code and
recognized heretofore by the International Office of Public Health;
Desiring also to modify as between themselves the provisions of the Inter
national Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation signed at The Hague on
April 12, 1933 (hereinafter referred to as the 1933 Convention) in the light
of the present-day conditions which call for special measures to prevent the
spread by air across frontiers of epidemic or other communicable diseases;
Have decided to conclude a Convention for these purposes, have agreed
that, whereas the authentic text of the 1933 Convention is in the French
language, the present Convention shall be in English and in French, both texts
being equally authentic, and have accordingly appointed the undersigned
plenipotentiaries who, having communicated their full powers, found in good
and due form, have agreed that the 1933 Convention shall be amended as
follows:
Article I
All references made in the 1933 Convention to the International Office of
Public Health shall be read as references to UNRRA.
Article II
The second paragraph of Article 1, subparagraph VI, shall be deleted and
the following substituted:
The word surveillance means that persons are not isolated, that they may
move about freely, but that the sanitary authorities of the place or places to which
they are proceeding are notified of their coming. They may be subjected in the
places of arrival to a medical examination and such inquiries as are necessary
with a view to ascertaining their state of health; and, in any territory where
the competent Contracting Party thinks fit, surveillance may include require
ment to report on arrival and afterwards at such intervals during continuance
of surveillance as may be specified, to the Health Officer of the city, town,
district, or place to which they proceed.
Article HI
To Article 1 the following definitions shall be added:
VIII. The term typhus, typhus fever, or exanthematous typhus shall be
deemed to relate only to epidemic louse-borne typhus.
No. 106
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IX. An endemic yellow fever area is a region in which yellow fever exists
in a form recognizable clinically, biologically, or pathologically.
X. A valid anti-yellow fever inoculation certificate is one certifying that
the bearer has been inoculated against yellow fever, with a vaccine and by a
method approved by UNRRA, if there have elapsed :
(1) More than 10 days and less than four years from the date of the
inoculation.
(2) Less than 4 years from the date of a re-inoculation performed within
4 years of the previous inoculation.
(3) More than 10 days and less than 4 years from the date of re-inocula
tion performed after an interval of more than 4 years.
XI. The term Stegomyia (A'edes aegypti) shall be deemed to include
Aëdes aegypti and any potential mosquito vectors of yellow fever.
Article IV
Article 9 shall be deleted and the following substituted:
(1) All passengers traveling by aircraft on international flight shall, on
or just before arrival at the point of final disembarkation, or, if required, at any
aerodrome where the journey is broken, complete a Personal Declaration of
Origin and Health.
(2) The Commander of an aircraft on international flight shall, on or
just before the arrival of the aircraft at the first authorized aerodrome in the
country of entry, complete an Aircraft Declaration of Health to be handed to
the aerodrome authority on arrival, and may be required to produce certificates
concerning sanitary measures which such Declaration states were undergone
by the aircraft before departure or at stopping places in application of the 1933
Convention as hereby amended.
(3) Aircraft shall not be required to carry Bills of Health.
(4) The Contracting Parties will, so far as possible, adopt the International
Forms of Aircraft Declaration of Health, Personal Declaration of Origin and
Health, and Certificates of Inoculation or Vaccination against cholera, typhus,
and smallpox, respectively, annexed hereto.*
*With regard to yellow fever see Article XI (6).
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Article V
To Article 13 the following shall be added:
Further, the embarkation of persons who do not present adequate sanitary
guarantees may be prohibited, until the sanitary measures delousing, disinfec
tion of clothing, etc., or any other measures that are, in the opinion of the
sanitary authority, necessary to prevent the carriage of the disease by aircraft,
have been carried out.

Article VI
To Article 16 after "sanitary measures" at the end of the first paragraph
the words "including cleansing" shall be added.
Article VII
Article 20 shall be deleted and the following substituted:
(1) Each Contracting Party shall immediately notify, by the most rapid
means, the other Contracting Parties and UNRRA of:
(a) The first recognized case of plague, cholera, or yellow fever discovered
in its territory.
(b) The first recognized case of plague, cholera, or yellow fever which
occurs outside the limits of local areas already affected.
(c) The existence of an epidemic of typhus or of smallpox.
(2) Every notification prescribed above shall be accompanied, or very
prompty followed, by detailed information as to:
(a) The place where the disease has appeared.
(6) The date of its appearance, its source, and its type (including reports
of pathological examinations as soon as available).
(c) The number of recognized cases and the number of deaths.
(d) The extent of the local area or areas affected.
(e) In the case of plague, the existence of that disease, or of an unusual
mortality, among rodents (including reports of bacteriological examina
tions as soon as available).
(/) In the case of cholera, the number of germ carriers when any have
been discovered.
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(g) In the case of yellow fever, the presence and relative prevalence
(index) of Stegomyia (Aedes aegypti}.
(h) The measures taken.
(3) Each Contracting Party shall, in addition to the diseases specifically
mentioned in Article 18 of the 1933 Convention, to wit, plague, cholera, yellow
fever, typhus, and smallpox, notify outbreaks of such other communicable
diseases as, in the opinion of UNRRA, constitute a menace to other countries
by their spread or potential spread across frontiers and shall keep UNRRA
regularly informed of the course of the disease.
(4) In addition to the formal notification required by paragraphs (1),
(2), and (3) above, the Contracting Parties shall, so far as possible, send to
UNRRA at regular intervals notifications of other communicable diseases notified
in their countries.
(5) The Contracting Parties shall make the necessary arrangements with
UNRRA for giving prompt information to all the governments concerned of
the outbreak in any country of a disease which, in the opinion of UNRRA,
constitutes a menace to other countries and of the measures which are being
taken to prevent the spread of the disease across frontiers by aircraft.
(6) The notifications contemplated in paragraphs (1) and (2) of this
Article are to be addressed to the diplomatic missions, or, failing them, to con
sular offices in the capital of the infected country and shall be held at the dis
position of consular offices established in its territory.
(7) These notifications shall also be addressed to UNRRA which shall
communicate them immediately to all diplomatic missions, or failing them, to
the consulates in London or Washington as well as to the principal public health
authorities of the participating countries. Those prescribed under paragraphs
(1) and (2) of this Article shall be transmitted by telegraph or radio.
(8) The appropriate health authority of each Contracting Party shall
transmit to the sanitary and authorized aerodromes of its country or within its
jurisdiction all information contained in the epidemiological notifications and
communications received from UNRRA (and the regional bureaus with which
it has made agreements for this purpose) in execution of the provisions of the
International Sanitary Convention of June 21, 1926 which may affect the
exercise of sanitary control in those aerodromes.
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(9) In order to facilitate the prompt and scrupulous fulfilment of the
foregoing provisions, the Contracting Parties shall ensure priority for all com
munications which may enable UNRRA rapidly to appraise the situation con
cerning the outbreak of a disease and to inform governments in order that they
may take appropriate measures against the spread of the disease across their
frontiers.
Article VIII
The second paragraph of Article 32 shall be deleted.
Article IX
In Article 34, paragraph (&), the following shall be inserted after subparagraph (3) :
(4) The Contracting Parties shall give favorable consideration to the
inoculation against typhus of all persons on board exposed to risk.
Sub-paragraphs (4) and (5) of Article 34 shall be renumbered (5) and (6)
respectively.
Article X
Article 35 (b) (3) shall be deleted and the following substituted:
(3) Other persons reasonably suspected to have been exposed to infection
and who, in the opinion of the sanitary authority, are not sufficiently protected
by recent vaccination, or by a previous attack of smallpox, may be subjected
to vaccination or to observation or to surveillance, or to vaccination followed
by observation or surveillance, the period of observation or surveillance being
specified according to the circumstances, but in any event not exceeding 14 days,
reckoned from the date of arrival of the aircraft.
The find paragraph of Article 35 shall be deleted and the following substi
tuted:
For the purpose of this Article "recent vaccination" shall be taken as
meaning evidence of successful vaccination not more than 3 years or less than
14 days previously, or evidence of an immune reaction.

Article XI
Article 36 shall be deleted and the following substituted:
The Contracting Parties agree:
No. 106
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( 1 ) That persons suffering, or suspected to be suffering, from yellow fever
shall not be allowed to embark on aircraft on international flight.
(2) That they will take all possible measures to establish the existence or
non-existence of yellow fever within their territories. For this purpose, in terri
tories where endemicity of yellow fever is suspected, in cases where the person
dies within 10 days from the onset of any undiagnosed febrile illness, it is
important that a specimen of liver tissue be taken, if necessary by viscerotome,
for histopathological examination. In endemic areas a sample of blood for a
yellow fever immunity test should, in addition, wherever possible, be taken
from all persons suffering from an undiagnosed fever, and if the cause of the
fever remains doubtful and the patient recovers, a second sample should be
collected at the end of the third week from the onset of illness.
(3) For the purpose of quarantine control, UNRRA in consultation with
the governments concerned and, as regards the Western Hemisphere, with the
Pan American Sanitary Bureau, shall define the boundaries of endemic yellow
fever areas.
(4) That they shall use their best endeavors to secure that all persons who
are likely to land in an endemic yellow fever area shall be inoculated against
yellow fever 10 days before arrival in the area and that, so long as such persons
remain in the area, they shall be re-inoculated every 4 years.
(5) (a) That inoculation against yellow fever shall be required for all
regular staff employees and crews using authorized aerodromes situated in
endemic yellow fever areas.
( b ) That in areas in which yellow fever does not exist, but in which there
may be conditions permitting of its development, inoculation of such personnel
is recommended.
(6) That all persons inoculated in compliance with the provisions of
paragraphs (4) and (5) of this Article shall be furnished with and carry an
Inoculation Certificate signed by the officer carrying out the inoculation. This
certificate shall conform to the International Form of Certificate of Inoculation
against yellow fever annexed hereto.
(7) That persons in possession of a valid anti-yellow fever inoculation
certificate shall not for the purpose of the control of yellow fever be subjected to
quarantine restrictions.
No. 106
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(8) That in place of a valid anti-yellow fever inoculation certificate, a
certificate that the bearer has recovered from an attack of yellow fever and that
his blood contains immune bodies against yellow fever, as proved by a test
carried out by an institute regularly carrying out biological tests for yellow fever
and approved for this purpose by the government of the country concerned,
will be accepted.
(9) That any person not in possession of a valid anti-yellow fever inocula
tion certificate shall be considered to have been exposed to the risk of contracting
yellow fever during the period of his stay in an endemic yellow fever area.
(10) That UNRRA shall lay down standards with which yellow fever
vaccine shall conform.
(11) That they will make arrangements to test at frequent intervals the
activity of the yellow fever immunizing vaccine in use in order to ensure that
its immunizing properties are satisfactory, and for this purpose agree that
UNRRA in consultation with the governments concerned and, as regards the
Western Hemisphere, with the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, shall designate
from time to time institutes which are approved for the carrying out of such
tests.

Article XII
Article 38 shall be deleted and the following substituted:
Notwithstanding Article 4 of the 1933 Convention, every aerodrome which
receives aircraft to which the 1933 Convention as amended applies (Article 1, I,
second paragraph) and which is situated in a region, that is to say, a part of a
territory, in which yellow fever exists in a form clinically, biologically, or patho
logically recognizable shall be made a sanitary aerodrome as defined in the
1933 Convention, and in addition, shall be:
(1) situated at an adequate distance from the nearest inhabited center;*
(2) provided with arrangements for a water supply completely protected
against mosquitoes, and kept as free as possible from mosquitoes by systematic
measures for the suppression of breeding places and the destruction of the insects
in all stages of development;
*For the purpose of mosquito control the perimeter of the aerodrome should be defined
as the line enclosing the area containing the aerodrome buildings and any land used or
intended to be used for the parking of aircraft. A building-free zone of 400 meters should be
maintained around the perimeter of all aerodromes on main air lines of communications within
endemic yellow fever areas.
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(3) provided with mosquito-proofed dwellings for the crews of the aircraft
and for the staff of the aerodrome;
(4) provided with a mosquito-proofed dwelling in which passengers can
be accommodated or hospitalized.
With a view to the elimination of insect vectors of yellow fever, the Con
tracting Parties will render and maintain free from such vectors (a) aerodromes
and their surroundings in endemic yellow fever areas, and (b) aerodromes not
situated in endemic yellow fever areas but exposed to the risk of the introduction
of the disease.
As an immediate precaution against the carriage of vectors of yellow fever,
disinsectization of aircraft shall be carried out at each aerodrome within an
endemic yellow fever area, particularly on departure from the last aerodrome
in an endemic yellow fever area.
Health authorities in any territory within an endemic yellow fever area shall
be at liberty to impose such quarantine restrictions against other territories
within that area as may be authorized by the 1933 Convention as hereby
amended. Detention of healthy passengers and crews not carrying valid Inocu
lation Certificates shall not be carried out at the aerodrome of departure. They
shall be permitted to depart, the necessary quarantine measures being carried
out at the first aerodrome of arrival in an area at risk.

Article XIII
Articles 39 to 46 inclusive shall be deleted.*
Article XIV
Article 47 shall be deleted, and the following substituted:
( 1 ) In territories in which yellow fever does not exist, but in which there
may be conditions which permit of its development:
(a) authorized aerodromes shall conform to the requirements set forth
in Article 38 of the 1933 Convention as hereby amended;

*In view of the deletion of Article 40, compliance with the requirements of Article 38
as amended shall no longer cause aerodromes situated in an endemic yellow fever area to be
regarded as "antiamaril aerodromes" and separate local areas. Passengers landing at such
aerodromes shall submit to the measures laid down in Article 38 as required.
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(b) upon arrival at the first aerodrome of call aircraft which have pro
ceeded from endemic yellow fever areas shall be disinsected.
(2) All persons traveling by air from an endemic yellow fever area to one
in which yellow fever does not exist but in which there may be conditions which
permit of its development, shall be dealt with in the following manner, at the
first stopping place in the latter area:
(a) if they are in possession of a valid anti-yellow fever inoculation certifi
cate they shall be allowed to proceed without any quarantine restric
tions with respect to yellow fever;
(b) if they are not in possession of a valid anti-yellow fever inoculation
certificate, they may be isolated in properly screened quarters until
the certificate becomes valid or until 6 days have elapsed, whichever
is the lesser.
(3) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this Article, the Con
tracting Parties may (but only in the most exceptional cases) issue Certificates
of Urgency to non-inoculated persons whose unobstructed passage is absolutely
and immediately essential on grounds of high policy, certifying that a passage
without hindrance to the bearer of the Certificate is urgently necessary.
The precise form and method of issue of the Certificate and the nature of
the certifying authority shall be a matter for arrangement and communication
between governments concerned.
The Contracting Parties undertake to grant unimpeded passage to bearers
of such Certificates but the movements of such Certificate holders will, whenever
possible, be restricted during stops on air routes to adequately screened quarters
which will not be left except to re-enter the aircraft.

Article XV
The first line of Article 51 shall be altered to read "The following measures
may be taken on arrival:".
Article XVI
Article 53 shall be deleted, and the following substituted :
Persons who, on their arrival at an aerodrome, are considered, under the
terms of Part III of the 1933 Convention as hereby amended, liable to surNo. 106
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veillance* up to the expiration of the period of incubation of the disease, may
nevertheless continue the voyage, on condition that the fact is notified to the
authorities of subsequent landing places and of the place of arrival by some
method sufficient to secure that they can be subjected to medical inspection in
any subsequent aerodromes on the route.
Persons who are liable to observation* under the terms of Article 26 of the
1933 Convention shall not be authorized, until the expiration of the period of
incubation, to continue their voyage except, in the case of diseases other than
yellow fever, with the approval of the sanitary authorities of the next stopping
place.

Article XVII
The first paragraph of Article 54 shall be deleted and the following substi
tuted:
In applying sanitary measures to an aircraft coming from an infected local
area, the sanitary authority of each aerodrome shall, to the greatest possible
extent, take into account all measures which have already been applied to the
aircraft, in another sanitary aerodrome abroad or in the same country, and which
are duly noted in the Aircraft Declaration of Health referred to in Article IV
of the present Convention.
To Article 54 the following paragraph shall be added:
In view of the special risk of conveying insect vectors of malaria and other
diseases by aircraft on international flight, all such aircraft leaving affected
areas will be disinsected. Notwithstanding the terms of Article 54 of the 1933
Convention as hereby amended, further disinsectization of the aircraft on or
before arrival may be required if there is reason to suspect the importation of
insect vectors.

*!N ALL CASES where this Convention provides for surveillance, surveillance may not be
replaced by observation except
(a) in circumstances in which it would not be practicable to carry out surveillance with
sufficient thoroughness ; or
(b) if the risk of the introduction of infection into the country is considered to be excep
tionally serious ; or
(c) if the person who would be subject to surveillance cannot furnish adequate sanitary
guarantees.
Persons under observation or surveillance shall submit themselves to any examination which
the competent sanitary authority may consider necessary.
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And the Contracting Parties have further agreed as follows:

Article XVIII
The present Convention shall come into force as soon as it has been signed
or acceded to on behalf of ten or more governments.
Article XIX
The present Convention shall supplement and be read as one with the 1933
Convention, which as hereby amended remains in full force between the Con
tracting Parties, and whenever any provision of the 1933 Convention contains a
reference to another provision, the reference shall be deemed to be a reference to
that provision as modified by any amendments effected thereto by the present
Convention.

Article XX
After January 15, 1945 the present Convention shall be open to accession
by any government not a signatory. Accessions shall be notified in writing
to the Government of the United States of America.
Accessions notified after the entry into force of the present Convention
shall become effective with respect to each government upon the notification
of its accession.
Article XXI
Any Contracting Party may on signature or accession declare that the
present Convention does not apply to all or any of its colonies, overseas terri
tories, territories under its protection, suzerainty, or authority, or territories in
respect of which it exercises a mandate. The present Convention may at any
time thereafter be applied to any such territory by notification in writing to
the Government of the United States of America, and the Convention shall apply
to the territory concerned from the date of the receipt of the notification by the
Government of the United States of America.

Article XXII
The Government of the United States of America shall give notice in
writing to governments parties to the 1933 Convention and to governments parties
to the present Convention, of all signatures and accessions to the present Con
vention and of all notifications regarding the territories to which the present Con
vention is to be applied.
No. 104
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Article XXIII
The present Convention shall remain in force1 as to each Contracting
Party until either
(1) such Party shall become bound by a further Convention amending
or superseding the 1933 Convention, or
(2) the expiration of eighteen months from the date on which the present
Convention enters into force,
whichever shall be the earlier.

Article XXIV
The original of the present Convention shall be deposited in the archives
of the Government of the United States of America and shall be opened for
signature at Washington on December 15, 1944, where it shall remain open for
signature until January 15, 1945. Certified copies hereof shall be furnished by
the Government of the United States of America to each of the governments
on behalf of which this Convention is signed or acceded to and to each of the
governments parties to the 1933 Convention.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned plenipotentiaries, having deposited
their full powers, found to be in due and proper form, sign the present Con
vention in the English and French languages, both texts being equally authentic,
on behalf of their respective governments, on the dates appearing opposite
their signatures.

'See page 179 of this volume: Protocol to prolong the International Sanitary Convention
for Aerial Navigation, 1944, modifying the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navi
gation of 12 April 1933. Opened for signature at Washington, on 23 April 1946.
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FOB THB TBENCH REPUBLIC»

January 5, 1946

FOB POLAHD:

January 5, 1945

TOR THE UNITSD KINGDOM OTf BBS AT BHITAIN AND HCKCHERK

At the tiro» of signing the present Convention I declare that njr
signature does not cover any of the territories referred to in
Article Twenty-One of the International Sanitary Convention for
Aerial Navigation, 1944 W

January 5, 1945

FOB TES UNITED STATES 07 AMEBICAl
Subject to ratification.

January 5, 1945

ZOB CHINA:
January 11, 1945

1 Au moment de signer la présente Convention, je déclare que ma signature n'engage
aucun des territoires mentionnés à l'article vingt et un de la Convention sanitaire internatio
nale de 1944 pour la navigation aérienne.
3 Sous réserve de ratification.
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TOB THB tJNIOH Oï SOUTH AFBICAr
January 13, 1945

OB KHF :
With the following reservations:
1. That this signature does not affect in any way the relations
of the Egyptian Government with the International Office of Public
Health, Paris, or its obligations toward the Regional Office at
Alexandria;
2.

That this convention is subject to ratification by" the
;.I'f

January 15, 1945

FOB CANADA:
Subject to ratification.M
January 15, 1945
fOB CUBA:
Esta. Conversion, previa la aprobacion del Sanado de la Republica,
géra ratificada por/el Ejecutivo.*'1

January 15, 1945
*Avec les réserves suivantes:
1. Que la présente signature n'affecte en rien les relations du Gouvernement de l'Egypte
avec l'Office international d'hygiène publique, à Paris, ni ses obligations envers le bureau
régional d'Alexandrie;
2. Que la présente Convention est soumise à la ratification du Parlement égyptien.
"Sous réserve de ratification.
'Subject to approval by the Senate of the
'La présente Convention, lorsqu'elle aura
Republic, this Convention will be ratified by reçu l'approbation du Sénat de la République,
thé Executive.
sera ratifiée par l'Exécutif.
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FOB nraaœouao»
f

£^^'

January 15, 1945

FOB 2CUADOB:
f

^

^^ ^Y ———"-v

January 15, 1945

FOB OBEÎCI:

•c^^e^ftrjftr"**-^!!?-^-}
f

January 15, 1945

ÏOB HO;

January 15, 1945

n

January 15, 1945

dure is subject to the approval of the National la République, ces actes seront soumis à la
Congress.
sanction préalable du Congrès national.
' Subject to ratification.
* Sous réserve de ratification.
"Avec les réserves suivantes:
1. Que la présente Convention est signée ad référendum;
2. Que, si l'application de ladite Convention était incompatible avec le respect des règles
du Code sanitaire panaméricain de La Havane, le Pérou donnerait la préférence à ces dernières.
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LIST OF FORMS ATTACHED
1. Aircraft Declaration of Health.
2. Personal Declaration of Origin and Health.
3. International Certificate of Inoculation Against Cholera.
4. International Certificate of Inoculation Against Yellow Fever.
5. International Certificate of Immunity Against Yellow Fever.
6. International Certificate of Inoculation Against Typhus Fever.
7. International Certificate of Vaccination Against Smallpox.
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International Sanitary Convention for
Aerial Navigation, 1944

AIRCRAFT DECLARATION OF HEALTH
(INTERNATIONAL FORM)

(To be completed by the Commander of an arriving aircraft
and handed to the Health Officer of the aerodrome)

Airport of Entry
Nationality

(1) Aircraft License No.
or Registration Mark
(2) Aerodrome and Date of Departure
(3) Aerodromes at which the aircraft alighted during the voyage and date of departure from
each:
Aerodrome

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Date

Aerodrome

Date

Number of crew
Number of passengers
Number of passengers disembarking
Has any person left the aircraft during the voyage on account of illness?
Has there been any case of illness (other than air sickness) during the voyage?
Has the aircraft been disinsectized?
Give particulars of last three disinsectizations.
By whom

Place

Method

Date

(10) Have any other sanitary measures been carried out on the aircraft during the voyage?
(11) Have you on board any living animals, birds, insects, bacterial cultures, or viruses?
I declare that the foregoing statements are true and correct to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
Date...................... Signature of Commander................................
Note: The reverse side of this form may be used by the Health Officer for the record
of the disposition of aircraft and passengers.
No. 106
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Aerial Navigation, 1944

PERSONAL DECLARATION OF ORIGIN AND HEALTH
(INTERNATIONAL FORM)
(For passengers on aircraft)
Port of Arrival:

1. Name in full. ...................................................
(BLOCK. LETTERS, Surname first)
2. Nationality:
3. Passport number:
4. Permanent (home) address:
5. Precise address to which immediately proceeding:
6. State where you spent the fourteen nights prior to arrival in this country:
Last night ...........................

8 nights ago ............

2 nights ago ..........................

9 nights ago ......................

3 nights ago ..........................
4 nights ago ..........................
5 nights ago ..........................

10 nights ago ......................
11 nights ago ......................
12 nights ago ......................

6 nights ago ..........................
7 nights ago ..........................

13 nights ago ......................
14 nights ago ......................

7. I am in possession of a certificate of inoculation or vaccination against:
Cholera
Yellow fever
Typhus
Smallpox
8. I declare that I have had no illness within the past fourteen days except as follows:

I declare that the information given above is correct to the best of my knowledge and
belief.
Signature :
Date: ....
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INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE OF INOCULATION
AGAINST CHOLERA

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT .....................................................

(Age...... Sex......) who signature appears below was on the dates indicated inoculated
against cholera.

Material
Date

Origin

Batch No.
and Type

(Signature of person inoculated)

Inoculating Officer
Signature

(Home address)

(Date)
Official Stamp
of
Inoculating Officer

(This certificate is not valid for more than 6 months from date of issue.)
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INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE OF INOCULATION
AGAINST YELLOW FEVER

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT .....................................................

(Age...... Sex......) whose signature appears below has this day been inoculated by me
against yellow fever.
Origin and Batch No. of vaccine ................
Signature of inoculating officer ................
Official position ..............................
Place ................................. Date

(Signature of person inoculated)

(Home address)

Official Stamp of
Inoculating Officer

FOOTNOTE:
This certificate is not valid:
(a) unless the vaccine and the method employed have been approved by UNRRA;
(6) until 10 days after the date of the inoculation except in the case of persons re-inocu
lated within 4 years;
(c) for more that 4 years from the date of the last inoculation.
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INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE OF IMMUNITY
AGAINST YELLOW FEVER
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT .....................................................

(Age...... Sex......) whose signature appears below is immune to yellow fever as the
result of an attack of the disease. This immunity has been demonstrated by the mouse pro
tection test.
Date of bleeding ...................... Place of bleeding.
Name of Laboratory performing test ......................
Location of Laboratory ................................
Date of Test ..........................................
Result of Test ........................................

Signature of Laboratory Director

Official Stamp
of Laboratory
(Signature of person tested)
(Home address)
FOOTNOTK:
This certificate is not valid:
(a) unless the Laboratory performing the blood test and the method employed have been
approved by UNRRA;
(6) for more than ten years from the date of the blood test
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INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE OF INOCULATION
AGAINST TYPHUS FEVER

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT .....................................................

(Age...... Sex......) whose signature appears below was on the dates indicated inoculated
against typhus fever.

Material
Date

Origin

Batch No.
and Type

(Signature of person inoculated)

Inoculating Officer

Signature

(Home address)

(Date)
Official Stamp
of
Inoculating Officer

(This certificate is not valid for more than 1 year from date of issue.)
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INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE OF VACCINATION
AGAINST SMALLPOX
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT .....................................................

(Age...... Sex......) whose signature appears below has this day been vaccinated by me
against smallpox.
Origin and Batch No. of vaccine
Signature of Vaccinator
Official
Stamp

Official Position

Place.............................. Date,
Signature of person vaccinated .........................
Home address ...........................................................
Important Note. In the case of primary vaccination the person vaccinated should be
warned to report to a medical practitioner between the 8th and 14th day, in order that the
result of the vaccination may be recorded on this certificate. In the case of revaccination the
person should report within 48 hours for first inspection in order that any immune reaction
which has developed may be recorded.
THIS TO CERTIFY THAT the above vaccination was inspected by me on the date(s) and
with the result(s) shown hereunder:
Date of Inspection

Result

Signature of Doctor
Official
Stamp

Official Position

Place ............................. Date
Use one or other of the following terms in stating the result, viz: "Reaction of immunity",
"Accelerated reaction (vaccinoid)", "Typical primary vaccinia". A certificate of "No reaction"
will not be accepted.
Signature of person vaccinated.................................
(This certificate is not valid for more than 3 years from date of issue.)
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PARTIES TO THE INTERNATIONAL SANITARY CONVENTION FOR
AERIAL NAVIGATION, 1944, MODIFYING THE INTERNATIONAL
SANITARY CONVENTION FOR AERIAL NAVIGATION OF 12 APRIL
1933. OPENED FOR SIGNATURE AT WASHINGTON ON 15 DECEM
BER 1944
By signature without reservation as to subsequent ratification or approval as
from 15 January 1945:

FRANCE
POLAND
UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND
NORTHERN IRELAND
CHINA
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

NICARAGUA
LUXEMBOURG
ECUADOR
GREECE
HONDURAS
HAITI

By the deposit of an instrument of ratification:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA .............................. 29 May
1945
CANADA ................................................20 November 1945
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC ....................................20 May
1946
By notification of accession to the Government of the United States of America:

AUSTRALIA ................................................... 3 April 1945
(Subject to the following reservations)
"(a) Pursuant to Article No. 21, the Government declares that the Conven
tion does not apply to the Territories of Papua and Norfolk Islands or the
Mandated Territories of New Guinea and Nauru.
"(b) The Australian Government reserves the right in respect of certifi
cates of inoculation against cholera, typhus, yellow fever and certificates of
vaccination against smallpox, to accept only those certificates which are signed
by a recognized official of the Public Health Services of the country concerned,
and which carry within the text of the certificate an intimation of the office
occupied by the person signing the certificate.
"(c) The Australian Government, for temporary reasons of a practical
nature, is not in a position to accept the full obligations arising out of Section 1,
Part 1 of the 1933 Convention in relation to aerodromes within its territory
which are within operational areas or under the control of the Air Forces of
the Commonwealth or of any Allied power.
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"(<f) Notwithstanding Article No. 35 or other provisions of the 1933 or
the present Convention, the Australian Government reserves the right to require
that every member of the crew and every passenger on every aircraft arriving
from overseas shall, on arrival at the first landing place in Australia, produce
to the quarantine officer there a certificate of recent vaccination against smallpox
as defined in the Convention, or a certificate that he has given proof that he
is adequately immune to smallpox, failing both of which certificates he shall
submit to be vaccinated against smallpox.

"(e) The Australian Government reserves the right to prohibit the impor
tation into Australia on any aircraft of any animal other than approved insects
and parasites."
NETHERLANDS ...............................................22 May 1945
(On behalf of these parts of the Kingdom of the Netherlands situated in
Europe)
NEW ZEALAND ...............................................22 May 1945
(And, on behalf of its island territories and the mandated Territory of Western
Samoa, subject to the following reservation)
"His Majesty's Government in New Zealand make the reservation that they
are not at present in a position to fulfil in respect of their Island Territories
and of the Mandated Territory of Western Samoa and the obligation arising
out of the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation 1944 because
certain of the aerodromes located there are within operational areas and are
under the control of the Area Military Commander."
BELGIUM ................................................ 25 January 1946
(Including the Belgian Congo and the mandated Territory of Ruanda-Urundi)
ITALY .......................................................30 April 1946
SYRIA .....................................................31 October 1946
INDIA ......................................................28 August 1947
By virtue of the receipt by the Government of the United States of America
of the notifications from the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, the Convention became applicable to the following territories
on the dates indicated, subject to the reservations as set forth:
NEWFOUNDLAND
SOUTHERN RHODESIA
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BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS PROTECTORATE
CYPRUS
FALKLAND ISLANDS AND DEPENDENCIES
FIJI
GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS COLONY
GOLD COAST:
(a) COLONY
(b) ASHANTI
(c) NORTHERN TERRITORIES
(d) ToGOLAND UNDER BRITISH MANDATE
KENYA (COLONY AND PROTECTORATE)
MAURITIUS
NIGERIA:
(a) COLONY
(b) PROTECTORATE
(c) CAMEROONS UNDER BRITISH MANDATE
NORTHERN RHODESIA
PALESTINE
SIERRA LEONE (COLONY AND PROTECTORATE)
TRANS-JORDAN
UGANDA PROTECTORATE
ZANZIBAR PROTECTORATE
HIGH COMMISSION TERRITORIES:
BASUTOLAND
BECHUANALAND
SWAZILAND
25 September 1945
ADEN (COLONY)
NYASALAND
"(a) That mosquito-proof accommodation will be provided only to the
extent that it may be required for persons who are non-immune to Yellow
Fever.
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"(b) That airfields and their surroundings cannot at present be rendered
and maintained free of insect vectors of Yellow Fever and Malaria."

29 November 1945
BARBADOS
"(a) The Government of Barbados do not undertake to comply with the
provisions of paragraphs (3) an (4) of Article XII.
"(&) Further, with regard to Article XII, the Government of Barbados
reserve the right, subject to the provisions of Article XIV (3), to refuse
admission to any person not in possession of a valid anti-yellow fever inocula
tion certificate who arrives from a region, that is to say, a part of a territory,
in which yellow fever exists in a form clinically or biologically recognizable and
who has not undergone observation at the point of departure.
"(c) With regard to Article XIV, the Government of Barbados are not
prepared to undertake that aerodromes will comply with the requirements of
Article 38 of the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation,
1933."
BRITISH HONDURAS
"(a) The Government of British Honduras do not undertake to comply
with the provisions of paragraphs (3) and (4) of Article XII.
"(6) Further, with regard to Article XII, the Government of British
Honduras reserve the right, subject to the provisions of Article XIV (3) to
refuse admission to any person not in possession of a valid anti-yellow fever
inoculation certificate who arrives from a region, that is to say, a part of a
territory, in which yellow fever exists in form clinically or biologically recog
nizable and who has not undergone observation at the point of departure.
"(c) With regard to Article XIV, the Government of British Honduras
are not prepared to undertake that aerodromes will comply with the require
ments of Article 38 of the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navi
gation, 1933."
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LEEWARD ISLANDS:
ANTIGUA
MONTSERRAT
ST. CHRISTOPHER AND NEVIS
VIRGIN ISLANDS
"(a) With the reservation in regard to Article XII (3) and (4), that
aerodromes in the Colony shall not necessarily comply with the requirements
laid down in Article 38 of the 1933 Convention as regards the provision of
mosquito-proofed buildings.
"(b) With the reservation in regard to Article XIV (2) that, where
exceptional risk exists in the introduction of yellow fever into the Colony by
passengers from infected areas who have not been immunized, the landing of
such passengers may be prohibited."
TANGANYIKA TERRITORY
"With regard to Article XIV (1), the Government of Tanganyika Terri
tory undertakes to provide only the mosquito-proofed accommodation necessary
for the accommodation of passengers who are not in possesssion of valid antiyellow fever inoculation certificates."
TRINIDAD
"(a) With the reservation in regard to Article XI (i.e. Article 36 (7) of
the 1933 Convention as now amended) and Article XIV (i.e. Article 47 (2)
of the 1933 Convention as now amended), that arrivals by air presenting valid
inoculation certificates showing that they are immune from yellow fever will
not be subject to quarantine measures in relation to yellow fever, other than
medical inspection if they come from endemic areas, or surveillance if they
come from infected areas as defined in the footnote to Article 22 of the 1933
Convention; and that, without exception, arrivals who are not in possession of
valid inoculation certificates will be subjected to surveillance if they come from
endemic areas and to observation if they come from infected areas, unless they
have undergone observation at the point of departure from the endemic or
infected area.

"(b) With the reservation in regard to Article XIV, that aerodromes in
the Colony shall not necessarily comply with the requirements laid down in
Article 38 of the 1933 Convention as regards the provision of mosquito-proofed
buildings.
"(c) With the further reservation in regard to Article XIV, that where,
in the opinion of the Government, exceptional risk exists of the introduction of
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yellow fever into the Colony by passengers from infected areas, who have not
been immunized, the landing of such passengers may be prohibited."

BRITISH GUIANA

25 February 1946

"(a) The Government of British Guiana undertakes to comply with the
requirements of Article XII only so far as may be possible.
"(b) With regard to Article XIV, aerodromes in the non-endemic area
of the Colony will not necessarily comply with the requirements set forth in
Article 38 of the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation,
1933."
GAMBIA (COLONY AND PROTECTORATE)
"The Government of the Gambia is not at present in a position to comply
with the requirements prescribed by Article XII as regards the maintenance of
a building-free zone around aerodromes. Arrangements have, however, been
made at Yundum Air-field, for the inoculation against yellow fever of all
persons living within a radius of 440 yards of the perimeter of the aerodrome,
and for spraying regularly with an insecticide all habitations within that radius."
By a further notification the following revised réservation became effective
on 7 January 1947 with respect to the application of the said convention to
Gambia (Colony and Protectorate):
"The Government of the Gambia is not at present in a position to comply
with the requirements prescribed by Article XII as regards the maintenance
of a building-free zone around Half Die seaplane base.
"Arrangements have, however, been made to spray regularly with an
insecticide all human inhabitations within a radius of 440 yards of the buildings
used for the reception of crews and passengers and for the inoculation against
yellow fever of all persons living within 440 yards of the perimeter of the sea
plane base."
GIBRALTAR
"Limitations of space in Gibraltar make it impossible to provide a buildingfree zone of 400 meters around the perimeter of the aerodrome as prescribed by
Article XII."
JAMAICA

6 June 1946

"(1) The Government of Jamaica does not undertake to comply with
the provisions of paragraphs (3) and (4) of Article XII.
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"(2) With regard to Article XII, the Government of Jamaica reserves the
right, subject to provisions of Articles XIV (3), to refuse admission to any
persons not in possession of a valid anti-yellow fever inoculation certificate who
arrives from a region, that is to say, a part of a territory, in which yellow fever
exists in a form clinically or biologically recognizable and who has not under
gone observation at the point of departure.
"(3) With regard to Article XII, the Government of Jamaica would
require that all aircraft coming from an endemic yellow fever area should be
disinsectized in flight half an hour before arrival in Jamaica.
"(4) With regard to Article XIV, the Government of Jamaica is not pre
pared to undertake that aerodromes in Jamaica will comply with the require
ments of Article 38 of the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navi
gation, 1933."

By a further notification, the following reservations became effective on
14 January 1947 with respect to the application of the said convention to the
Windward Islands:
WINDWARD ISLANDS
DOMINICA
GRENADA
ST. LUCIA
ST. VINCENT
"(a) With regard to Article XIV (1), that aerodromes in these Colonies
shall not necessarily comply with the requirement laid down in Article 38 of
the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation, 1933, as regards
the provision of mosquito-proofed buildings.
"(ft) With regard to Article XIV (2), that arrivals by air who present
valid inoculation certificates showing that they are immune from yellow fever
will not be subject to quarantine measures in relation to yellow fever other than
medical inspection if they come from endemic areas, or to surveillance if they
come from infected areas as denned in the footnote to Article 22 of the Inter
national Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation, 1933; and that, without
exception, arrivals who are not in possession of valid inoculation certificates will
be subjected to surveillance if they come from endemic areas and to observation
if they come from infected areas unless they have undergone observation at
the point of departure from the endemic or infected area.
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,"(c) Further, with regard to Article XIV (2), that where exceptional
risk exists of the introduction of yellow fever into a Colony by passengers from
infected areas? who have not been immunizedj the landing of such passengers
may be prohibited."
HONG KONG ............................................... 7 January 1947
SINGAPORE AND MALAYAN UNION .......................... 17 November 1947
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